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Patient Chair/Recliner Options

Healthcare Accessories

Installation Instructions

Although the optional Folding Side Table must be ordered factory installed, 
however, some assembly is required. Remove shelf with brackets from the 
inner carton. Locate mounting holes on the outside of the chair/recliner 
arm. Align the bracket with the mounting holes in the arm and insert bolts 
from hardware packet. Be sure to tighten completely.

Folding Side Table

Pivoting Tablet

IV Pole

Although the optional Pivoting Tablet must be ordered factory installed, 
some minor assembly and adjustment is required. Remove the tablet arm 
and Allen wrench (for tensioning adjustment) from the inner carton. With 
the (enclosed) Allen wrench, loosen the tensioning screw on the side of 
the mount by turning counter-clockwise, but do not remove. Place the 
black stem into the mount on the side of the unit’s arm. Once the tablet 
arm is fully seated into the mount, tighten the set screw (clockwise) until 
the desired tension is experienced.  Note: If tightened too much, the arm 
will not rotate.

Although the optional Push Bar must be ordered as factory installed, some 
assembly is required. Locate the three mounting holes on each side of
the upper back of unit. Carefully place the push bar in position aligning
the holes in the push bar bracket with the holes in the upper back. Start
one bolt on each side, but do not tighten yet. Now start the other two
bolts on each side of back. Now tighten all six completely using the Allen
wrenches provided in pack.

Push Bar

Although the optional IV Pole must be ordered as factory installed, some 
assembly is required. Remove IV pole and hanger bar from shipping
carton. Tighten hanger bar onto top of IV pole. Place assembled pole into
mount on bottom rear of the arm. Tighten locking knob to secure IV pole.


